
SAFETY SIMPLIFIED 

YEAR-END STERILIZER PROMOTION

Earn Cash Back When You Buy  
an M11™ or M9™ Steam Sterilizer
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TIMING
Promotion order period:  
September 1–December 31, 2019

Last date to invoice and take 
shipment of products:  
January 15, 2020

Last date to claim rebates:  
February 28, 2020

QUESTIONS
For product inquiries, please  
call Midmark Dental Customer 
Experience at 1.800.MIDMARK  
or visit midmark.com. 

For questions about the promotion, 
please call 1.800.MIDMARK ext. 
107575 or visit midmark.com/safety

Midmark M11 and M9 Steam Sterilizers didn’t get just an updated look, they got 
upgraded capabilities. Upgrade to a new M11 or M9 sterilizer and discover the 
value in higher efficiency and productivity. 

$500  
Rebate*
 

INCENTIVE: Purchase any 
eligible** M11 or M9 Sterilizer 
and receive a $500 rebate.

May qualify for additional  
rebates with Midmark PLUS—visit 
midmark.com/plus for details.

REDEMPTION 
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Visit midmark.com/safety
2. Upload invoice
3. Complete the information  

required on the form
4. Select “Submit”

*Rebates are paid in US dollars.  
**Eligible Products: M11-040, M11-041, M9-040, M9-04 , M11-020, M11-021, M9-020, M9-021.
Offer for dental practices only as sold by Midmark authorized dental distributors in the U.S. and Canada. This offer constitutes a discount or reduction in price on the purchased product(s). 
Buyer/Lessee/Lessor is obligated to: (i) fully and accurately disclose the amount of this discount in Buyer/Lessee/Lessor’s cost reports or claims for reimbursement to Medicare, Medicaid 
or other U.S. federal healthcare program that requires such disclosure; and (ii) provide documentation of the discount to representatives of the U.S. Secretary of Department of Health and 
Human Services and state agencies upon request. Buyer/Lessee/Lessor may request additional information from Midmark if necessary in order to meet its reporting or disclosure obligations. 
This offer may not be combined with any other offers, promotions or contract pricing except the Midmark PLUS Program.



Midmark M11 and M9  
Steam Sterilizers

Midmark M11 and M9 Steam Sterilizers have been the reliable choice for dental 
practices for years. To keep pace with changes in the practice of safe and efficient 
dentistry, we have upgraded not only the look but also the capabilities of these 
sterilizers. 

Midmark Steam Sterilizers help  
you maintain compliance with:

   •  Streamlined instrument processing 
operations

   •  Alignment with updated 
recommendations for  
sterilization cycles

   •  Better documentation of  
sterilizer operations

 For more details about  
these new sterilizers, visit 
midmark.com/IP or contact  
your local Midmark distributor.

   •  Reconfigured Sterilization 
Cycle—aligns with new FDA 
recommendations

   
   •  Upgraded Printer—simplifies record 

keeping

•  Improved Drying Capabilities—
includes additional heating during 
drying and a pouch rack

•  Advanced Compliance - meets the 
ANSI/AAMI ST55:2010/(R)2014 testing 
standard

Every day, the average dental assistant accesses the steri-center more than 80 
times, and labor can cost practices up to 25% of their annual budget.1 Midmark 
automatic steam sterilizers simplify instrument processing, minimizing the back 
and forth required by other sterilizers.

1https://www.dentaleconomics.com/practice/overhead-and-profitability/article/16389257/increase-
production-and-decrease-expenses-in-sterilization

Some of the new features include:

Safety Simplified.


